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 Abstract – A Micro Inertial Measurement Unit (µIMU) based 
on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) sensor is applied 
to sense the motion information produced by human subjects. 
The µIMU is built with three-dimensional accelerometer. During 
our experiments, although we write the characters in a plane, all 
the three-dimensional acceleration information is taken from 
µIMU in processing data as the third dimension is very helpful to 
be applied in practical application. In our previous work, the 
effectiveness of different data processing methods including Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
are compared, thus the latter, which is better, is adopted in this 
paper. Also, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) is introduced and 
used as a tool to realize hand gesture classification. With this 
method, new experimental results of hand-written recognition 
are obtained and stated in this paper. Five Arabic numbers, 0-4, 
are written forty times by two different persons and we utilize all 
the data as training samples. Then when another new 29 samples 
are input to the network for recognition, we obtain a high correct 
rate at 93%. Ultimately, this technology will provide the 
feasibility of character recognition and potential for human-
gesture recognition. 
 
 Index Terms – MEMS; µIMU; Accelerometer; DCT; HMM. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 With the advent of computing technologies, specifically 
in the areas of improved computational speed and reduced 
system cost with additional functionalities, real-time and 
virtual interactions between humans and computers have 
gained significant research and commercial interests recently. 
Our work discussed in this paper focuses on human 
interactions with computing devices using characters and 
gesture recognition. There are two primary character 
recognition methods based on different inputs: one is Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR), which gets data information by 
scanning the printed text; the other is Dynamic Character 
Recognition (DCR), which recognizes the characters based on 
their motion information, such as acceleration, angular 
velocity and so on. Since DCR method can realize interactions 
between a human and a computer much more effectively than 
OCR method, and together with the rapid development of 
advanced micro sensor technology, many researchers have 
been exploring the possibility of realizing DCR using MEMS 
motion sensors [1-7]. 

In [8], acceleration information was obtained from the 
input device, then integrated twice to obtain the position 

information. Also, the characters could theoretically be 
recognized directly base on accelerations and angular 
velocities. However, due to various noise signals, which may 
include significant intrinsic drift of the sensor, circuit thermal 
noise, random noise etc. [9], it becomes difficult to reconstruct 
the characters either directly or by double integration. 

For assessment purposes, we wrote some characters and 
numbers using a MEMS sensing device as input on a 
transparent plane. At the same time, the sequential images of 
the motion of the input device were recorded by a high speed 
camera [9]. Then, we acquired the motion data information of 
each character in two forms: one is angular velocity and 
acceleration of the device measured by the MEMS sensor; the 
other is the motion trajectory of the input device recorded by a 
high speed camera. Thus, we obtained the trajectory of the 
input device by combining the sequential pictures and 
compared it to position trajectory obtained using the MEMS 
sensor by double-integration of acceleration signal. However, 
from experiments, the trajectories of written characters 
obtained by integrating acceleration are unrecognizable owing 
to sensor’s drift and intrinsic errors. This phenomenon told us 
the MEMS acceleration sensor could not provide enough 
sensitivity and accuracy to give position trajectories as simple 
as a single letter or number. 

Therefore, another method is explored to recognize 
characters. We utilize Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), 
which has been proved that it is a better method for us than 
Fast Fourier Transform, to carry on data processing [10]. 
After data from writing Arabic numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 
recorded and processed by DCT. Hidden Markov Models 
(HMM) is used as a tool to realize hand-written recognition. 
With the training samples, another new 29 testing samples are 
input into the network and a high correct rate of numbers’ 
recognition at 93% is obtained. 

II. RECALL OF PREVIOUS WORK 

A. Experimental Setup 
 Fig.1 illustrates the experimental setup for the previous 
experiments. The sensor mode is mainly integrated by three-
dimensional accelerometer, three-dimensional gyroscope, 
Bluetooth module and micro processor. Then the motion data 
can be captured and transmitted to PC wirelessly while a 
hand-writing motion is activated on the table plane. The 
captured data, the acceleration value, is used to compute the 
velocity and position information by integral. Only two-
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dimensional acceleration information is adopted for integral. 
Meanwhile, since the table plane is transparent and a high 
speed camera is set underneath to record the movement of the 
sensor, another group of position information can be obtained 
through sequence of frames.  

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup for character recognition 

B.  Sampling Rate 
 The frequency of our micro processor is set at 200Hz, so 
in order to obtain proper reference to compare with, the same 
sampling rate of the camera is necessary. Our camera has the 
maximum sampling rate at 1,000Hz [9]. Then the comparison 
of synchronizing trajectories is able to be done.  
C. Track Comparison Result 
 The trajectory reconstructions of letter n and s are shown 
in Fig.2. Apparently, comparing with the curves in red, which 
is reconstructed by camera, the tracks in blue cannot describe 
clearly what characters have been written. The blue curves are 
reconstructed directly from accelerometer output after twice 
order integral. For this reason, we have developed another 

method to recognize characters. Similar experiments have 
been performed to realize character recognition based on 
accelerometer [11]. 
 

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Since the experimental result in the previous experiment 
proves that reconstruction of trajectory through integration of 
acceleration is not very desirable for character recognition, we 
conducted the following experiment to demonstrate the 
possibility of recognize hand written characters using simply 
acceleration values. 
A. Experimental Setup 

Fig.3 shows the new experimental setup and Fig.4 
describes the schematics of this work. he Mote sensor 
sponsored by Virtus Asia Ltd. is used to sense and transmit 
the acceleration value of to the remote computer. The 
Bluetooth receiver receives the data from Mote and then the 
data capture program will store the data. These data will then 
go through the data auto cut program which will automatically 
recognize the start and end of a character. Data processing 
module will then process these cut data and run it through 
recognition module in order to give out the end result.  
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Figure 2. Comparison between original letters and reconstructed ones: (a) letter 
n; (b) letter s 

Figure 3. Experimental setup for written-character recognition 

Figure 4. Flowchart of written-character recognition 
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B. Algorithm 
a) Auto cut Algorithm 

In order to realize real-time character recognition, all the 
characters should be cut automatically. Table I shows the 
algorithm of character auto cut program. In this program, we 
define three variables: flag1, flag2 and flag3 to monitor the 
state of the matrix at three different moments: T-2, T-1 and T, 
respectively.  For example, at time T, if the matrix belongs to 
a gesture, flag3 will be given a value 1, otherwise flag3 will 
be 0. The starting point of data recording is when both flag1 
and flag2 equal 1, flag3 equals 1, and the ending signal is 
when both flag2 and flag3 equal 0, flag1 equal 1. If flag2 
equals 1while flag 3 equals 0, the current matrix will be saved 
in a temporary matrix, and the program will wait for the nest 
state to decide whether the saved matrix acceptable or not. 

In this experiment, since the characters are written on a 
flat plane, the movement of the input device (i.e. Mote Sensor) 
is two dimensional. The change of the acceleration in the 
vertical direction (Az) will be much smaller than the change of 
accelerations in the horizon plane (Ax, Ay). According to this 
idea, the character automatically cut output is shown in Fig. 5. 
If Az goes beyond a range, here we define the range is from 
330 to 500, no matter how big Ax and Ay are, the system will 
not seen this gesture as character writing. This is very useful 
in practical application, especially when we pick the input 
device up and put it down. 

b) Character Recognition Algorithm 
i. Data Processing 

The data we get directly from the sensor are all in time 
domain, and the gesture length of each character is different. 
The accelerometer output is a serial of discrete acceleration 
values. For reasons of accelerometer structures and random 
vibrations, there exists some noise in the output [12]. 
Therefore, some methods must be applied to filter the noise. 
As we all known, both FFT and DCT can compress the data 
and filter the noise. In the last paper, we have demonstrated 
that DCT is better than FFT not only because DCT is better in 
energy compaction, but also because the data processed by 
DCT can provide more information than processed by FFT. 
Thus, in this paper, the data processing method we applied is 
still discrete cosine transform. The governing mathematical 
equation for the DCT algorithm is shown in Eq. 1. 

It is known that the data in low frequency always 
represents signal, whereas the high frequency always 

represents noise. Therefore, after the data processed by DCT, 
we just take several data in low frequency; the other data are 
thrown way. In this way, several noise has been got rid of, the 
data have also been compressed. 

ii. Introduction to Hidden Markov Models 

The classifier we applied in this experiment is Hidden 
Markov Model. It is a rich tool used for hand gesture 
recognition in diverse application domains [13]. HMM 
process is a double stochastic process governed by an 
underlying Markov chain with finite number of states, each of 
which is associated with a probability distribution. It includes 
the initial parameter �, a transition matrix A and an 
observation matrix B, being denoted as � = (A, B, �) [14]. In 
hidden Markov model, the state is not directly visible, but 
variables influenced by the states are visible. In the testing 
process, the network will first check the dimension of the new 
input, and then calculate the density value of the input. After 
comparing with the density values in each state, a probability 
distribution will be generated. In the final stage, the system 
will give an output according to the probability distribution. 
C. Results 

In our experiments, there are only 5 Arabic numbers are 
written, which are 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. The accelerations of these 
five Arabic numbers are shown in Fig. 6. Due to the two 
dimensional movement of the sensor, only two accelerations 

TABLE I 

GESTURE AUTOMATICALLY CUT ALGORITHM 

 Flag1 Flag2 Flag3 Program action 

St
at

es
 

0 0 0 No action 

0 0 1 Beginning, recording 

0 1 0 Waiting and saving current matrix 

0 1 1 Recording 

1 0 0 Ending. Determining whether it is acceptable by 
calculating its length 

1 0 1 Recording the saved and current matrix 

1 1 0 Waiting and saving current matrix 

1 1 1 Recording 

   

Figure 5. Character automatically cut output of number ‘4’             

                                        (1) 
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in each movements are plotted. From Fig. 6, we can find, the 
movements are totally different except number 2 and number 
3. This is possible! Because the way we write number 2 is 
similar as the way we write number 3. Therefore, there may be 
some problems in the recognition of these two numbers. 

As mentioned above, the sampling frequency of the 
sensor is 200 Hz. In the training data collection stage, we 
collected data from two different persons. Both of these two 
persons wrote the characters 20 times, so the total training 
samples of each character were 40. After trained by these data, 
we gave the network 29 new inputs for recognition. We were 
delighted to find there were 27 Arabic characters could be 
recognized, that was the correct rate was 93%. The character 
that was wrongly recognized were one 2 and one 3. As 
discussed above, this is possible. 

Fig. 7 shows the frequency of human motion when 
characters are written. From Fig. 7, we may see that the 
frequency of human motion is no more than 5 Hz. whereas the 
sampling frequency of our sensor is 200Hz. Theoretically 
speaking, the data taken at 200Hz of sampling frequency 
provides far more than enough information for motion 
recognition. Another fact is that the higher the sampling 
frequency is, the slower the system responds. Hence out group 
starts to investigate on whether lowering the sampling 
frequency will have any big influence on the recognition 
results. In the later experiments, we lowered the 200Hz 
sampling frequency to 40Hz and 20Hz respectively and obtain 
the corresponding training database and testing data. During 
the experiments our group is able to obtain an accuracy of 
80% and 70%.  Although the accuracy is not very high, still, 
we believe that this experimental result has fully demonstrated 
that 20Hz or 40Hz could be enough to realize character 
recognition in the future.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

From our previous work we can say that it is hardly for us 
to construct character trajectory directly from integrals of 
accelerometer’s acceleration information after a hand-writing 
motion is complete. Thus, another method is needed in order 
to realize the recognition of characters and hand gestures 
through acceleration values. In this paper, DCT is used to 
process the data of quantities of acceleration information from 
writing numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 at the beginning, then put 
these samples into HMM network and have them trained. 
Then, another 29 new testing samples of the same numbers 
are tested to recognize. The result is encouraging that 27 out 
of 29 characters are recognized correctly by this means. 
Furthermore, we propose a possibility to improve the 
performance of recognition by lowing sample frequency to 
synchronize human writing motion better. 
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